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I am 

Nipun Parekh 
Rajkot 
My batch 
B.E. Information and Communication 
Technology, 2021 
 
Current Designation and occupation 
 
I am currently working as DevOps engineer at 
Yudiz Solutions Pvt Ltd, Ahmedabad 
 
My Achievements 
 
I got selected as AWS Community Builder, in 
which only 800 people got selected from all 
around the world. In addition to this, I was 
Microsoft Student Ambassador of Beta level 
 
My inspiration 
 
I have got Inspiration from Internship at sem-4 
vacation time. I have done internship in Linux 
and cloud domain with the NIT students, from 
that I have get came to know about what cloud 
computing is, DevOps domain and how that are 
helpful for developer as well as IT company. 
After that internship I have started exploring 
more about the cloud/ DevOps.  So, from my 
semester 4 internship I have got inspiration. At 
last, I would like to thank Marwadi University 
for this kind of amazing learning pattern, and 
special Thanks to Prof. Chandrasinh Parmar 
for always supporting students. 

 

My Challenges 

The biggest Challenge that I have faced is when 
Microsoft has invited you as judge/ mentor for 
MLH DubHack2020 Australia.  

As being a mentor, our prime goal is to solve 
the problem of participants I still remember 

the participant name JOE he has completed his 
whole project, but he was not able to upload 
image in Microsoft Cloud using JavaScript. So, 
without that image his project will not work. 
At the main thing was that only 30 mins was 
remaining to submit the solution. I was trying 
a lot to solve his problem but not able to find 
the solution. 

Then at last 15 min he was continuously telling 
me sir pl. help me and I was not able to solve 
his problem. I was looking at his JavaScript 
code, but his code was working fine, Then I 
think with different scenario and I have check 
cloud storage policy and I have got the error 
that the policy was private so we can't add 
image then solved his error and he has got the 
unique solution winner. So that was biggest 
challenge I have faced. 

My Invaluable Motivators 

Parents are my support system when I was 
there in any kind of confusion or in tension, 
they always seat with me and guide me. 
Teachers always ready to help me in at any 
time. They guided me the right path like I am 
very enthusiast about cloud domain then 
teachers have guide me like go for the 
certification. Because this domain is whole 
depended on Certifications. 

 
Contribution from the  
Marwadi Family 
 
Marwadi University has helped us in many 
ways. The one which I liked the most is that 
MU allow adjunct faculty to come and teach 
students with their industrial knowledge from 
this we will get awareness like what industry 
need and how we can be industry ready. 

My future plans 

Immediate plan is to go for Azure certification/ 
AWS certification. While, long-term Plan is to 
get a job in AWS as a DevOps Engineer. 

My way of being connected to Marwadi 

Family 

Through LinkedIn and mail. 

My Contacts: 

Cell: 9106915554 

E-mail: 

nipun.parekh103398@marwadiuniversity.

ac.in 


